Hello Everyone,
Thank you so much for supporting this fun match. Like you our club wants to have fun doing scent with
our dogs. The proceeds from this event will go towards what we hope will be our first real trail and ABC
match if we can qualify to host one within the next 6 -12 months. Otherwise it will be used for future
fun matches 
If you would like to be a part of future events with our group we will have an email signup sheet and will
let you know what is happening and may start a private Facebook group as well. We are just a group of
friends who gathered to do something over winter and formed this group. We are not a registered club
and have no future plans to become registered. Our goal is to just do Nose Work when we can and invite
other people when we can.
Okay this is a briefing for the weekend.
Location is Aqualease 116-2730 3 Ave NE
Start time 8am
Registration 7:30-8am Will be held in the front area of the trail building location. Please confirm with us
at registration which dogs you want to run in the blind searches when you have more than 1 dog. All
entries will be required to sign a waiver for Photographs and for the host club.
Morning
Novice
Intermediate
Pre-trail will be available while the Novice and Intermediate are running.
Afternoon
Exterior/Vehicle Search
Again Pre- Trail will run while afternoon searches are going
I also hope to have a search going on one of the greenspaces for people to play while the judged events
are running. This will be a casual search and someone will oversee it as a unofficial judged event.
Pre trails will be at least 3 levels and once anyone who plans to try them has gone you can keep doing
them as long as you like. Just let the person who is overseeing them know you have done them once and
need the boxes rearranged.
We would appreciate anyone who can help please do just let us know when you arrive.

Running order will only be changed for someone who is running more than one dog and may need a bit
of time between runs. Or someone who wants to change the dog they want to be the blind hide dog.
Otherwise we will not change or rearrange runs or running order.
We will not penalize false alerts and will count them at all.
Pre-Trail is not judged and there are no placements for it however we will have someone oversee and
they will time you.
For people running more than one dog we will have 3 draws for dogs that do not do blind searches as
they do not qualify for placements. For each game you play that is with a non-blind dog you will drop
the dog’s name in a draw box and we will give away 1 item for each of the events.
We will also have a few other fun type ways for you to get some prizes.
We have many awesome raffle items so please bring some cash to buy raffle tickets. We will do Raffle
draws around 2pm.
The event runs until we are all done or just tired and done haha Prizes will be awarded at the end of the
day. 1-3rd in each division, Novice, Intermediate, Advance (exterior/Vehicle) as well as most hide found
through the day from all three vents in the best time.
We ask that everyone attending please bring something to share with the group for lunch (about 20-25
people) a few are vegetarian but I am sure it will balance out between them and the meat lovers. There
is a fridge on site if needed for your drinks or food. Please bring your own beverages.
Bring a chair
Drinks for yourself
Whatever needs your dog may have for the day including lots of treats.
Parking
Please do not park in front on the building. You can park alongside the green spaces inside the parking
lot or along the street. This is a very quiet are on weekends so your dogs barking will not be an issue. I
ask that no one walk dogs in the large long greed space as that is where I plan to do the hides that are
for your entertainment while you wait for your turn. Feel free to hang out at all the green spaces where
you see picnic benches. Best potty place would be along the sidewalks closer to the street.
We will need some vehicles for the vehicle search for anyone staying to play for the day. Please let us
know if we can use your vehicle if needed for the vehicle search.
We are very happy to welcome you to our event and are excited to meet everyone we hope that you
have fun and love hanging out with us. If you have any questions or concerns before during or after the
event please let us know if we do not know we cannot do anything. Also this is our first time running a
Nosework event which means we are super green so please feel free to give suggestions and ideas. For

now please email marion@aqualease.com or text 403-801-1271 or call Marion. Day of the event all the
members of our group will be available to help.
Thank you
Marion
Calgary Disc Dogs

